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Abstract
A template based technique that generates two
dimensional formations in leader-follower type multirobot systems is presented in this paper. How this
technique: i) selects a leader robot that is placed at the
front of formations and ii) enables six randomly
positioned identical non-holonomic robots to compose
triangular, circular, linear and rectangular formations is
also demonstrated. The template based technique has been
compared with a state-of-the-art potential field type
formation generation technique and simulation results
show that the template based technique can form circular
formations 77.35% faster and with 51.43% shorter travel
distance. The presented work is an important contribution
to multi-robot control theory as history shows that the
success of groups often depend on the ability to efficiently
generate appropriate formations.

1

Introduction

Multi-robot (MR) systems consist of a team of individual
robots that usually collaborate to achieve common high
level goals. The number of robots used in these systems
range from a few to several thousand. Examples are flying
robots [1-3], ground based mobile robots [4-8], robots that
operate in water [9, 10] or a mixture of these [3, 11].
MR systems research is motivated by these systems
ability to:
 exploit the sensing capabilities of large groups to
achieve superior situational awareness [12-15]
 support a high robustness towards mission
failures [14, 16-18]
 distribute workloads among its members in order
to carry out large numbers of tasks
simultaneously [15, 19-21]
These abilities are highly sought after in a range of
application areas such as search and rescue [22-24],
exploration [25, 26] and defence [1, 11, 25, 27-29], and
MR systems research can therefore, have a significant
economical and social impact.
The ability to generate various formations is
important for MR systems as history has shown that the
success of groups often depend on the ability to generate
and maintain particular formations [30-32]. For example,
losing a rear guard can result in a whole group being
annihilated, encirclement of an enemy target can lead to
quick victory, and a dispersed formation has a greater

chance of surviving heavy attacks [15].
To address this issue we have devised a
Template-based Formation Generation (TFG) technique,
which enables six randomly distributed identical nonholonomic ground moving robots to generate triangular,
circular, rectangular and linear formations in
“leader/follower” type multi-robot systems. (The TFG
technique is not confined to these four selected formations
and it is easy to incorporate more templates with
specifications for additional formation shapes.) We focus
on these particular formations due to their wide
applicability. E.g. triangular formations are ideal in
unknown environments as few individuals are exposed to
the area initially when the formation moves forward,
thereby reducing the chances of exposing many robots to
possible threats. Circular formations can be used to
surround enemy targets, or to set up perimeters around
military bases or atom reactors where it is important to
detect intruders or radioactive leaks. Rectangular
formations on the other hand, can act as building blocks in
grids that can be used to cover down on areas when high
situational awareness is required. Finally, linear
formations can be used to assist in border monitoring in
safety critical areas.
We focus on “leader/follower” type multi-robot
systems rather than pure decentralised swarm robotics
systems, as it is hard and maybe even impossible to
accurately predict behaviours that emerge from the local
interaction rules used in purely decentralised systems
[33]. It is easier to achieve predictable outcomes with
“leader/follower” type systems (which use distributed
rather than decentralised control principles) as one can
guide the general behaviour of the robots through the
leader while still making use of swarm robotics principles
to control the follower robots.
Several formation control techniques are
described in literature [12, 32-42] however, a wide range
of differences exist between these earlier techniques and
the TFG technique. One is that the TFG technique makes
robots avoid both obstacles and other robots as they move
into formation, which is not the case in [34, 42]. Another
difference is that the TFG technique makes use of an
automated leader selection mechanism to choose a leader,
rather than simply using a pre-selected leader, which is
the case in [35]. The TFG technique is therefore, more
robust than [35] when a leader is lost, as a new leader can
be selected automatically. The technique presented in [35]
furthermore, relies on signals from coloured lights that are
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mounted on all robots in their system for navigation,
while the TFG technique makes use of Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) and Laser Range Finders (LRF) to support
navigational tasks. A drawback with the approach used in
[35] is that light changes appearance under varying
environmental conditions, and their technique may
therefore not be able to operate robustly in uncontrolled
environments. The robots in [35] are furthermore forced
to walk randomly around in the environment when they
lose visual contact with other robots and it is therefore
likely that a number of robots are lost when they become
“visually disconnected” from other robots. A similar
problem is observed in [36], where robots are regarded as
being lost if they are unable to directly sense other robots.
This is a significant drawback as new robots frequently
will have to be introduced into the system to maintain the
required number of robots. On the other hand, when the
TFG technique is used, robots are not lost in this manner
as they make use of GPS data to determine where they are
in relation to their assigned positions in the formation.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as
follows. The particulars of the TFG technique are
described in Section 2. A series of simulations that have
been designed to measure the performance of the TFG
technique and the results from these simulations are
presented in Section 3. Final conclusions and future
directions of research are presented in Section 4.

poses of the robots can be quickly determined. The values
that were used for the implementation dependent variables
in our system are presented in Section 3. Once the poses
of all robots have been determined processing Step 2 is
initiated.

2.2. Select and Prepare a Leader
In the beginning of processing Step 2 a Leader Robot
(LR) which will head the formation is selected. To make
it easy for the follower robots to position themselves
behind the LR, the robot that is located furthest away
from the centre of gravity of the robots is selected. This
way the LR is located at the periphery of the group from
the outset, which makes it easy for the other robots to
position themselves behind the LR (as long as the robots
are initially clustered and the LR faces away from the
average position of the robots). The idea is illustrated in
Figure 2.
LR
X
Centre
of gravity

Figure 2 The LR is furthest away from the centre of gravity.

2 Template-based Formation Generation
An overview of the TFG technique is presented in Figure
1. One can observe that the technique is composed of six
main processing steps, which interact to move randomly
distributed robots into formations. A detailed description
of each processing step is provided below.
Deploy
robots

1. Extract
poses

5. Select follower
to move
6. Move
follower

No

2. Prepare
leader

End

: Euclidean distance between robot i and robot j
: coordinates of robot i

(
(

: coordinates of robot j

Once the LR has been selected, the polling interval of its
GPS is set to
seconds. The value for
should be
smaller than
to ensure that the pose of this particular
robot is monitored more frequently. The LR is then
rotated away from the centre of gravity to make it easy for
the other robots to position themselves behind the leader.
This is done by first translating the centre of gravity from
the world coordinate system into a local coordinate
system with origin in the LR according to Equation 2,
generating a Local Centre of Gravity (LCG).

All robots at
correct positions?
Yes

Figure 1 Overview of the Template-based Formation
Generation technique.

2.1

(1)

where:

3. Specify
goal

4. Find
Yes All followers
follower
found?
No
No

Timer expired? Yes

The Euclidean distance measure shown in Equation 1 is
used to calculate the centre of gravity and to find the robot
located furthest away from the centre of gravity.

(2a)

Extract Pose Information

Processing Step 1 is initiated by a human controller once
the robots have been deployed into an environment of
interest. Any random distribution is acceptable as long as
the distribution allows the robots to rendezvous. When
processing Step 1 commences the Cartesian (x,y)
coordinates and the vertical rotations of all robots are
determined by analysing GPS data from each robot. Each
GPS is polled every
second during this process. The
exact value for
is implementation dependent but it is
often desirable to use a small value as this ensures that the

(2b)

where:
: world centre of gravity

(
(

: world coordinates of LR
: LCG coordinates

This LCG is then mirrored over the LR by multiplying the
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coordinate values with -1 if they do not equal zero (the
values are left unchanged if they are zero). This mirrored
LCG coordinate is then finally converted back into the
world coordinate system according to Equation 3,
generating a mirrored World Centre of Gravity (WCG).
(3a)

(3b)

where:
(
(

: world coordinates of leader robot
: mirrored LCG

numbers of degrees must be added to to get
as the
mirrored WCG is moved counter-clockwise beyond Quad
1.
One must therefore first determine where the
mirrored WCG is located in relation to the LR to
transform
into . This can be done by testing the
statements in the left column of Table 1, observing the
corresponding result in the middle column, and
transforming into using the matching equation in the
right column.
are the mirrored WCG and
are the world coordinates of the LR.
Once angle
is found it is transformed into
angle
in Rad. This transformation is conducted
according to Equation 5.

: mirrored WCG
270 deg.

The mirrored WCG is the point the LR will be rotated
towards. However, to minimise the energy consumption
associated with rotating the LR towards this point, the
shortest direction of rotation is calculated before the robot
is rotated. This is done by first calculating
using
Equation 4.

Quad 4

Quad 3

y-axis

a)

x-axis

0 deg.

(4)

where:

b)

Quad 1

180 deg.

Quad 2

: mirrored WCG coordinates
: world coordinates of the LR
: angle between mirrored WCG and world
coordinates of the LR when zero degrees is
aligned with the local negative x-axis of the
LR

90 deg.

Correlations between , the mirrored WCG and the local
and world coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 4 Correlation between and when zero degrees
rotation is aligned with the negative x-axis and rotation increases
counter-clockwise. a)LR and b)mirrored WCG.

d)
y-axis

If

x-axis
c)
b)
a)

Angle cannot be used directly unless the mirrored WCG
is located in Quad 1 of the local coordinate system and
must therefore be transformed into
to ensure that the
correct results are calculated. The correlation between
and
when zero degrees rotation is aligned with the
negative x-axis and rotation increases counter-clockwise,
is illustrated in Figure 4. One can observe that increasing
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=
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=
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>

Positive y axis

<

Negative y axis

If
Figure 3 The value represents the angle between the negative
x-axis of the local coordinate system with origin in the LR and
the mirrored WCG. a) mirrored WCG, b) LR, c) local coordinate
system, and d) world coordinate system.

Goal in quad
or on axis
Quad 1

If statements
< and
<

=

and

and
and

Table 1 Determining shortest rotation towards the mirrored
WCG.
(5)

where:
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: angle between rotation of the LR and the mirrored
WCG in Rad.

Angle is then finally transformed into normalized angle
, which always is between 1 and -1 and can be used to
determine the shortest direction of rotation for the LR.
This transformation can be conducted through the use of
the statements shown in Figure 5. The LR is rotated
clockwise (direction of decreasing angles) if
is smaller
than
and counter-clockwise if
is greater than
.
Where
is a negative value and
is a positive value.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6 The TFG technique can currently generate: a)
triangular, b) circular, c) linear and d) rectangular formations.

To take the actual rotation of the LR into consideration
these LG must be transformed into Actual Local Goals
(ALG). This transformation is conducted according to
Equation 6 and is repeated for all LG in the appropriate
template.
(6a)

(6b)

where:
Figure 5 Transforming

into

: LG
: ALG
: rotation of the LR

.

The process of calculating the shortest direction of
rotation is repeated continuously while the LR rotates,
until
is greater than
or smaller than . When this
criterion is satisfied the correct rotation has been reached.
and
should ideally be close to zero as this produces
the most accurate results. However, the values must be
closer to -1 and 1 respectively, if the robot performs fast
rotations or slow processors are used. The reason for this
is that the robot in these cases, often is unable to detect
that the criterion has been satisfied and thus, rotates too
far creating an oscillating behaviour which rotates the
robot repeatedly beyond the ideal rotational state.

Once the ALG for all followers have been found, the
coordinates must be translated into Actual World Goals
(AWG), which describes the goal coordinates for the
follower robots in world space. This transformation is
conducted using Equation 7 and is repeated for all ALG in
the relevant template. Once all relevant AWG have been
found Processing Step 4 is initiated.
(7a)

(7b)

2.3

Specify Goal Coordinates

where:

In Processing Step 3 it is determined where the follower
robots should go in order to generate a desired formation.
These destinations, which from now on are referred to as
goal coordinates, are determined according to the: i)
formation to be generated, ii) position of the LR, and iii)
rotation of the LR.
One can currently choose to generate triangular,
circular, linear and rectangular formations with the TFG
technique. (These four formations are illustrated in Figure
6.) Once a desired formation is selected a corresponding
template, which contains the goal destinations for all
follower robots, is automatically chosen from a library of
templates. The goal coordinates refer to the positions of
each follower robot with respect to a LR with zero
degrees rotation located at the origin of a two dimensional
coordinate system. These goal coordinates will therefore
be referred to as Local Goals (LG).

(

2.4

,

)

: AWG
: ALG
: world coordinates of the LR

Find Followers

In Processing Step 4 the follower robots are labelled. This
is done by first searching for the robot that: i) is located
closest to the AWG for follower one, ii) is not a LR and,
iii) has not been given a follower label, and assigning it
the label Follower 1. The idea is illustrated in Figure 7.
This process is repeated with the consecutive AWG until
all the remaining robots have been assigned a follower
label.
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AWG for first follower

Follower 1

LR
Figure 7 Process of labeling Follower 1.

2.5

Selecting Followers to Move

Processing Step 5 selects robots that are not the LR and
have not reached their respective AWG, so that they can
be moved incrementally towards their AWG in a pseudo
parallel manner. This processing step is introduced to
make it possible to run the TFG technique in a simulator
with limited centralized processing power, and it is used
for simulation purposes only.
The process is conducted by selecting Follower 1
if it is not located at its AWG, and setting a timer that
expires after two seconds. If Follower 1 is at its associated
AWG then the consecutive follower (e.g. Follower 2) is
selected. The polling interval of the GPS on the selected
robot is then set to
seconds.
should be smaller
than
to ensure that this robot’s pose data is updated
more frequently. (The GPS on the un-selected robots is
not polled in order to conserve energy.) Follower 1 is then
moved according to Processing Step 6. When the timer
expires the consecutive follower is selected if it is not at
its AWG and the timer is reset. This process is repeated
for all followers until the process restarts with Follower 1.
The overall selection process ends when all followers
have reached their AWG. We move the follower robots
for two seconds at a time, as it has been empirically found
that this time period enables the robots to move in a
smooth and efficient manner towards their AWG.

2.6

Move Followers

In processing Step 6 selected robots are moved towards
their AWG. To enable the robots to move towards their
AWG without crashing, we use a blend between an
attraction force generated by a Go-to-Goal (GG)
behaviour, and a repulsion force generated by an Obstacle
Avoidance (OA) behaviour to move the robots. We will
first describe the GG behaviour and then the OA
behaviour.

2.6.1 Go-to-Goal
The GG behaviour initiates by measuring the distance
between the position of the follower and its associated
AWG. If the distance is greater than
centimeters, then
the robot is rotated toward the AWG in the same manner
as the LR was rotated toward the mirrored WCG in
Processing Step 2. Once a satisfactory rotation is reached,
the robot is moved forwards with a motor power of
on
both wheels while the rotation of the robot is continuously
monitored and corrected on the basis of incoming GPS
data.
If the distance between the robot and the AWG is
less than
centimetres, then the robot is forced to
assume the same rotation as the LR with an error bound of
Rad. The values for
and are strongly dependent

on the speed of the processor at hand and should be close
to zero if fast processors are used, as values close to zero
increases the accuracy of the results. Higher values must
be employed when slower processors are used. The
particular values that were used for
and
in this
research project are shown in Section 3.
The process of rotating the LR is conducted by
first calculating angle
with Equation 8. If
is greater
is subtracted from , otherwise
is
than , then
added to
. The result is angle
, which is used to
determine the shortest direction of rotation. If
is
smaller than zero then the robot turns clockwise to match
the rotation of the LR, otherwise the robot turns anticlockwise.
(8)

where:
: rotation of follower in Rad.
: rotation of the LR in Rad.
: angle used in the process of calculating shortest
direction of rotation

2.6.2 Obstacle Avoidance
The LRF on the selected robot is polled every
second
while the robot moves towards its associated AWG.
should be close to zero when fast moving robots are used
as this will enable the robots to detect and avoid obstacles
quickly. If the robots are relatively slow then should be
closer to one as less frequent polling reduces energy
consumption. The data from the LRF is continuously
analysed to determine if any obstacles are located in front
of the robot. Each data sample contains 360 distance
measurements, which have been captured at evenly
spaced intervals from right to left across an angle of 180°
in front of the robot. To facilitate the overall OA
behaviour the data sample is split into three 60° sectors
that are labelled right, front, and left sectors respectively.
The idea is illustrated in Figure 8. To determine if an
obstacle is located directly in front of the robot, the data
in the front sector is analysed in 36 step increments,
meaning that only every 36th distance measurement is
processed. Thirty six step increments are used as this
allows us to reduce the processing load by 90%, and at the
same time detect the smallest obstacles in our domain
when they are located
meters in front of a moving
robot. We use
meters as this distance empirically has
been found to enable our robots to react in time to avoid
obstacles when the robots drive at a speed of
meters
per second, which is the maximum speed used by our
robots.
If an obstacle is detected closer than
meters
away from the robot in the front sector, then a more
comprehensive search process is initiated. The aims of
this new search process is to find the shortest distance to
the obstacle in the front sector and the shortest distance to
any object located in the right or left sectors. The search
process is performed in 10 step increments. Increments of
this size are used as the smallest obstacles in our domain
have been empirically found to generate data samples
where the smallest distance values are spread over a
minimum of 11 consecutive measurements, when the
robots are located
meters in front of a robot. Ten step
increments are therefore, regarded as providing a good
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balance between reduction in processing load and
accuracy.

for the left and the right wheels are then blended with the
forward movement generated by the GG behaviour
according to Equation 10. Blended forces
are
calculated separately for the left and the right wheels.

Front sector
Left sector
Obstacle

(10)

Right sector

where:

R

Measurement with
index 360

When a follower robot has reached its AWG the
consecutive follower robot is selected and moved if it
satisfies the criterions of the selection process. When all
follower robots have reached their AWG, the TFG
technique ends.

LRF
Robot

: blended wheel power
: motor power from GG behavior
: repulsion force

Measurement with
index 1

3 Simulation Design and Results

Figure 8 The LRF generates a data sample from 360 distance
measurements captured at evenly spaced intervals from right to
left over a 180° sensing angle. This data sample is split up into
three 60° sectors to facilitate the overall OA behavior.

The shortest distance to the obstacle in the front
sector is used to calculate the magnitude of a repulsion
force that “pushes” the robot away from the obstacle. This
repulsion force is calculated using the Inverse Square
Distance Law in Equation 9.
(9)

where:
: repulsion force
: maximum intensity of the force
: distance between robot and obstacle
: distance where maximum intensity is reached

The value for
should be high enough to enable the
robot to smoothly steer around obstacles and low enough
to prevent the robot from bouncing directly away from
obstacles as they get closer.
is specified in
millimeters and is found by calculating the distance
between the LRF (which in our case is centered over the
robot) and the furthest point of the robot. Adding an error
margin
, compensates for the reaction time of the robot
when it travels at maximum speed. Heuristics that can be
employed when specifying
are that: i) the value must
be large enough to prevent collisions and ii) small enough
to enable the robots to generate the desired formations
without being pushed away by the repulsion force exerted
by other robots.
Repulsion force is left unchanged for the left
wheel and made negative for the right wheel if an object
is located closer to the robot in the left sector than in the
right. If an object is closer to the robot in the right sector
than in the left then
is left unchanged for the right
wheel and made negative for the left wheel. The values

Simulations that compare the performance of the TFG
technique with that of a state-of-the-art Potential Field
(PF) technique [43] is presented in this section. This
particular PF technique is used as a comparison as it is a
recent advancement on a class of techniques that have
been widely used to control multi-robots systems [42, 4447].
The two techniques are compared in terms of the
overall travel distance of the robots and the convergence
time when circular formations are generated. The
comparison is conducted on circular formations because
such shapes have a wide applicability. E.g. circular
formations can be used to protect moving convoys [43],
surround enemy targets [15] or to set up perimeters
around sites such as atom reactors and chemical plants to
detect pollution [34].
We regard a circle as having been formed when
all robots are located between: i) 1 and 3.6 meters from
the centre of the formation, and ii) 1.35 and 2.4 meters
from their closest neighbours. We use these particular
constraints as they have been empirically found to be
valid when circular shapes have been formed with the two
formation generation techniques specified above. In this
comparison we assume that the LR satisfies the first
constraint at the beginning of each simulation, as the TFG
technique does not move the LR but rather generates
formations on the basis of the initial position of this
particular robot, and therefore would be unable to satisfy
both constraints unless the LR is located between 1 and
3.6 meters from the centre of the formation.
The comparison is conducted across two sets of
25 simulations, whilst systematically increasing the radius
of a bounding area that the robots are randomly
distributed within from 1 to 4.75 meters in 15 centimetre
increments. To reduce the effect of outliers,
corresponding results from the two sets of simulations are
averaged prior to outcomes being graphed and analysed.
If a circular formation is not generated after 2000
seconds in a particular simulation, then the robots are
regarded as being trapped in a local minimum and the
simulation is restarted.
The simulations are conducted using the
Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio simulator and six
simulated Pioneer 3DX robots placed in an urban 3D
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environment. Each robot is equipped with a differential
drive system, a GPS and an LRF with a sensing angle of
180° and a resolution of 360. The robots drive 0.3 meters
per second straight forward and 0.06 meters per second
during rotations.
The implementation dependent parameter
settings that were used for the TFG technique throughout
the simulations are shown in Table 2.

3.2 Convergence Time

Parameters and Settings
1
0.3
0.4
0.25
0.15
2
0.15
0.3
0.25
10
0.1

65
520
235

Table 2 Implementation dependent parameter settings.

3.1

Travel Distance

Results from the simulations that compares the travel
distance of the robots as the TFG technique and the PF
technique generates circular formations are described in
this section.
The travel distances of the robots produced by
each technique as the radius of the bounding area
increases are shown in Figure 9. The mean travel distance
across all simulations is 71.26 meters for the TFG
technique and 146.71 meters for the PF technique. This
shows that the TFG technique generates circular
formations with 51.43% shorter travel distance across
runs.

Results from the simulations that compares the
convergence time of the robots when circular formations
are generated are described in this section.
The convergence time for both techniques as the
initial dispersion of the robots increases are shown in
Figure 10. The mean convergence time for the TFG
technique across runs is 80.94 seconds, and 357.48
seconds for the PF technique. By comparing these mean
results one find that the TFG technique generates circular
formations 77.35% faster than the PF technique across
runs hence, outperforming the latter technique also on this
performance criterion.
By comparing the graphs produced in this
simulation with those from the previous, one can observe
that there are close correlations between travel distance
and convergence time. However, the difference in mean
performance across runs is still much larger in this latter
simulation. This can be explained by the fact that the PF
technique does not increase the travel distance of the
robots considerably when it makes the robots oscillate in a
small area, however the travel time is still greatly affected
by this oscillatory behaviour. The performance
discrepancy arises from the variations in system design as
specified in the previous section.
Template

Potential Fields

Potential Fields

1500
1000
500
0
1.15
1.45
1.75
2.05
2.35
2.65
2.95
3.40
3.70
4.00
4.30
4.60

Seconds

600
400
200
0
1.15
1.45
1.75
2.05
2.35
2.65
2.95
3.40
3.70
4.00
4.30
4.60

Meters

Template

the same region if they are closely separated from the
outset, thereby blocking each other’s travel path and
generating local minimums. The benefit is that this
approach makes the PF technique scalable and robust at
runtime as no robot is “linked” to a specific area in the
formation. Hence, these results also indicate that there is a
trade-off between scalability and robustness on the one
hand and efficiency on the other.

Radius of Bounding Area in Meter

Radius of Bounding Area in Meter
Figure 9 Mileage when circular formations are generated.

By studying the graphs, one can observe that the travel
distance increases in a more stable manner when the TFG
technique is used. The outliers that can be observed in the
performance of the PF technique are generated because
the robots occasionally are trapped temporarily in a local
minimum, which makes them oscillate in a small area
until a more globally optimal solution is found. This
problem is not as extensive when using the TFG
technique.
The difference in performance appears to arise
from the fact that the TFG technique navigates each robot
towards specific evenly distributed goal positions, while
the PF technique navigates robots towards the closest
point on a general circular shape. The drawback with the
latter approach is that several robots easily move towards

Figure 10 Convergence time when circular formations are
generated.

4 Conclusions
A TFG technique that generates formations in leaderfollower type multi-robot systems has been presented in
this paper. We have also shown how this technique: i)
performs automatic leader selection and ii) allows
randomly positioned robots to compose triangular,
circular, linear and rectangular formations. The proposed
technique was compared with a state-of-the-art PF type
formation generation technique, and simulation results
show that the TFG technique is able to generate circular
formations 77.35% faster and with 51.43% shorter travel
distance. An additional strength of the proposed technique
is that it is not confined to the four particular formations
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that are described in this paper, and that it is easy to
incorporate more templates with specifications for
additional formation shapes. None of the techniques we
have found in literature makes use of such a “template”
based approach. Limitations of this research include that
we: i) have not incorporated techniques that can guarantee
that the robots move to the closest position in the selected
formation, ii) have not investigated how varying numbers
of robots affect system performance and iii) have not
performed experiments on real world robots. These issues
will be addressed in future research.
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